predict stress patterns in new words. It is aimed at teachers of English as a foreign language and helps them to communicate English stress effectively to their students. The book bridges the gap between books that are mainly anecdotal or abstract, practical or theoretical, or made up of lists or principles.

**Language Distribution Issues in Bilingual Sensing:** Rodolfo Jacobson - 1990
The chapters presented in this book examine a number of issues surrounding the distribution of languages used in bilingual teaching. They cover bilingual classrooms, classroom interaction and technological advances in teaching. Two major case studies are also included.
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**The Inward Ear - Alan Malley - 1989**
Numerous ideas on the use of poetry to promote discussion and creative composition are included within a rich collection of poems and techniques geared to improving comprehension, appreciation and enjoyment. The selections can be used at any level starting from lower-intermediate.
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**The Explorative-creative Way - Wil Kuhlbusch - 1989**
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Find the right word - Hans Löffler - 1988
Find the right word - Hans Löffler - 1988

**A Bibliography on Teaching of Modern Languages - 1966**
A Bibliography on Teaching of Modern Languages - 1966
English in Computing - Eric H. Glendinning - 1987
English in computing is a course in English for students of computing and for those who find that computers are part of their professional lives. This book can be used by non-specialist teachers, and is also suitable for private study.
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English in computing is a course in English for students of computing and for those who find that computers are part of their professional lives. This book can be used by non-specialist teachers, and is also suitable for private study.

**Dead Man's Island - John Eacott - 1991**
Grade level: 3, 4, 5, 6, p, i.
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Grade level: 3, 4, 5, 6, p, i.

**The ESP Teacher - 1981**
A collection of papers on the profession of teaching English for special purposes includes: "Scenes of Endless Science: ESP and Education" (A. Crocker); "Some Problems of a World-Wide Profession" (T. Johns); "The EST Teacher: A Negative View" (G. Greenall); "The Helpful EST Teacher" (W. Robinson); "A Way Forward: A Fusion of Two Cultures" (N. Jackson, J. Price); "The ESP Teacher's Role - Implications for the 'Knower-Client' Relationship" (P. Early); "The Contribution of Discourse to ESP and of ESP Practitioners to Discourse Analysis" (P. Robinson); "Self-Directed Learning Systems and the Role of the ESP Teacher" (R. Thomas); "The First Five Seconds: The ESP Teacher and 'Out-of-the-Blue' Language" (O. Farrant); "How Many People? Opposing Views on the Function and Preparation of the ESP Teacher" (F. Chambers, J. McInnes); "Leading the ESP Teacher to the Literature" (J. Saunders); "The Potential Benefits to the ESP Profession from Greater Awareness of Developments and Practices in LI Communication Skills Learning" (S. Williams); "The Uses of an Analytic Generator: The Computer as Teacher of English for Specific Purpose" (T. F. Johnson); "ESP Teachers, Computers and Research (P. Shahan); and a report of four working groups at a 1981 conference of the Special English Language Materials for Overseas University Students group. (MES)
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Five Seconds: The ESP Teacher and 'Out-of-the-Blue' Language" (O. Farrington); "How Many People? Opposing Views on the Function and Preparation of the ESP Teacher" (F. Chambers, J. McDonough); "Leading the ESP Teacher to the Literature" (J. Swales); "The Potential Benefits to the ESP Profession from Greater Awareness of Developments and Practices in L1 Communication Skills Learning" (R. Williams); "The Uses of an Analytic Generator: The Computer as Teacher of English for Specific Purposes" (T. F. Johns); "ESP Teachers, Computers and Research" (P. Skehan); and a report of four working groups at a 1981 conference of the Special English Language Materials for Overseas University Students group. (MSE)